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Innovative British Fencing Solutions

Our state of the art drawing office 
uses the latest in Autocad design 
ensuring both compatibility and 
accuracy with your individual site 
requirements.

Paramount Steel Fence has 
manufactured in the UK since 
1984. With over 30 years of 
experience we can provide 
secure solutions for use in most 
environments.

All of our products are designed 
to provide the end user with years 
of trouble free service. We offer 
Galvanising, Pre treated systems, 
and Powder coating in any RAL 
colour within our product portfolio.

Operating a national fleet of HGV 
vehicles including rigid lorries 
and articulated units, ensures 
we maintain fast and reliable 
distribution of our products 
around the UK.

  Autocad Design   UK Manufacturing   Long Life Cycle   National Deliveries

We design the Regency architectural fence on an individual basis to 

suit each application. The bespoke design offers both protection and 

boundary enhancement through clever and technologically advanced 

computer-aided design. Applications have included palaces, country 

houses, diplomatic properties, embassies and heritage sites. 

The possibilities of configurations, material specifications and design 

are endless, with the option of making a truly unique architectural 

fence complemented by matching access gates.

Paramount offer a range of stylish and contemporary hand-forged 

finials, which can be configured to provide a design to suit the client 

commissioning the project. Our finials can be viewed interactively 

through our web site, offering confidence to the end user and specifier 

that once your architectural fence arrives, it will meet your most 

exacting standard. 

Architectural fencing is supplied in panel form, and can be easily 

erected with minimum disruption to the property.

Where a design already exists, we can offer to match most products 

which have already been installed; this service is particularly useful on 

heritage sites.

Architectural fencing

Manufactured in Stoke-on-Trent, our range of 
decorative railings has been used extensively around 
the UK and exported to 15 different countries.



Paramount Steel Fence
Nevada Lane
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Burslem
Stoke On Trent
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For more information about Architectural 
fencing please contact our sales team on 
01782 833333

A9-10 A13-2 A13-6A A13-8 A13-17 A13-25 A13-31 A14-8


